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Key milestones in the BREXIT process are:
• UK notification to the European Council of its intention to
withdraw from the EU under Article 50 of the Treaty on European
Union. This is not expected to take place in 2016 but, once Article
50 is triggered, the UK will leave the EU two years later (unless all
other EU member states agree to an extension of that period).

are not negotiated in the two year period
(and any extension) then the UK could
potentially have to fall back on World
Trade Organisation trade principles until
the trade deals are finalized (which impose
tariffs on certain good and services etc).

• European Council’s adoption by consensus of the guidelines
for the EU mandate to negotiate and complete the Withdrawal
Agreement. The timescale for the negotiation is not set and may
well take longer than the original two year Article 50 timeframe.

Next steps

• Trade deals with EU and non-EU countries as they fall due.
Non-EU country trade deals are already being discussed now but
Germany and France have publicly stated that the EU trade deal
negotiation will not commence until Article 50 is triggered by the
UK. It is expected that the negotiations will take place during the
post Article 50 notification, thus allowing quicker resolution post
the conclusion of the Withdrawal Agreement. If new trade deals

Please call us and we’d be delighted to
discuss the above further.
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We will continue to monitor the situation,
and provide insight and updates as set out
above. You can expect timely information,
advice and solutions to best place you to
manage the risks your business will face
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TEAM UPDATE
Artema’s expanding and we’re not talking about waist line.
Due to continued growth, a new employee has joined the team.
The young fella is called Luke and at 18, he is officially the youngest
member of staff, which has more or less halved our average age :)
Currently studying for his AAT qualification, Luke is learning the ropes to
become an outstanding Accountant, Bookkeeper and Payroll expert.
Next time you pop in, why not introduce yourself to him as he has to learn
all our clients’ names by heart (no pressure!).

SEED EIS RELIEF DENIED
The Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) and the recently introduced Seed EIS provide generous tax breaks for
investors who subscribe for shares in qualifying companies provided the correct procedures, and in particular the
correct forms, are used to claim tax relief.
Seed EIS provides income tax relief of 50% of the amount invested and EIS 30% relief, both given by way of a deduction
from the investor’s income tax liability. Furthermore there is an exemption from capital gains tax when the shares are
sold after 3 years.
In a recent case before the Tax Tribunal, tax relief for Seed EIS investors was denied by HMRC and the Tribunal as
the directors had filled in the wrong HMRC forms! They tried to save costs by not using professional advisers - a very
costly mistake!

TAX DIARY OF MAIN EVENTS
Date

What’s Due

1 October

Corporation tax for year to 31/12/15

5 October	Deadline for notifying HMRC of chargeability for 2015/16 if not within Self-Assessment
and receive income or gains on which tax is due, for example rental income or CGT on
the sale of a second property.
19 October

PAYE & NIC deductions, and CIS return and tax, for month to 5/10/16
(due 22 October if you pay electronically);

1 November	Corporation tax for year to 31/1/16
19 November	PAYE & NIC deductions, and CIS return and tax, for month to 5/11/16
(due 22 November if you pay electronically
1 December	Corporation tax for year to 30/11/15
19 December	PAYE & NIC deductions, and CIS return and tax, for month to 5/12/16
(due 22 December if you pay electronically)
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THINKING ABOUT
INCORPORATINIG
YOUR BUSINESS?
Where a sole trader, partnership or LLP
has established a significant value for the
goodwill of their business it was possible
up until 3 December 2014 to transfer
that goodwill to a limited company and
pay just 10% capital gains tax by claiming
entrepreneurs’ relief.  The former
owner(s) could then draw down on the
loan account created with the transferee
company over time as future cash was
generated by the business. This tax
planning strategy became less attractive
when entrepreneurs relief was denied
where the transferor and transferee
were related parties, although the latest
Finance Act has relaxed this rule where the
former owner receives less than 5% of the
acquiring company’s shares.
Now that the top rate of CGT has been
reduced to 20% from 6 April 2016 for such
transfers, rather than 28%, it may be worth
reconsidering this strategy. For example
where an individual’s share of goodwill
is worth £500,000 the CGT due would be
£100,000 leaving £400,000 net of tax. Note
that for a transfer in June 2016 the CGT
would not be due until 31January 2018.
Consider charging interest to the company
on the loan account balance as that is
now more tax efficient than dividends for
higher rate taxpayers.
Note that although the goodwill would
generally need to be written off against
the company’s profits, there is no longer
a tax deduction for the amortisation
resulting in higher taxable profits.

CROSS SELLING MORE EFFECTIVELY
Customer retention and
cross-selling is important
in any industry, yet it’s
frequently overlooked.
Here are a few tips to help
you to cross-sell more
products and services to
your existing customers.
The cross-sell
Amazon.com attributes up to
35% of its revenue to cross-selling.
When purchasing you will see both
the “frequently bought together” and
“customers who bought this item also
bought” sections, promoting related
products. The key is to illustrate the
value to the client of purchasing a
complimentary product or service.
For example, an accountant may wish
to communicate to clients that in
addition to audit and tax services, their
clients can also benefit from payroll
or business advisory services. There
is a “value add” in that the client is
buying all of these services from one
accounting firm.

Data driven campaigns
The firms that are most successful
at cross-selling unite insights driven
by data with focused marketing
campaigns. There is a fine line between
timely offers and annoying spam, and
understanding buyer timing is critical.
Your marketing content strategy is key
to cross selling to existing customers,
but you also need to understand
how you will measure success. Use a
CRM system to record customer data
including which clients bought what
service. Use this database to identify
clients who have not yet been cross
sold to and create a campaign which

focuses on creating a value proposition
in the mind of those clients. Ensure your
sales or business development people
engage with the target clients at the
appropriate time.

Listen to your customers
You can’t sell additional products or
services to your customers if you don’t
understand what they actually want
or need. If for example, you are selling
business services, ask your customer
about their business plan. Where are
they going in the next 3 to 5 years
and how do they hope to get there?
Consider some of the challenges that
they will face and identify where your
services will be able to make their life
better in some way.
Listen and respond to each client
and every interaction. This two-way
conversation should extend to your
own internal teams, as you ask
questions and measure outcomes to
continuously improve the customer
experience.
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WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Most good marketing campaigns will focus on
communicating a firm’s Unique Selling Point (USP). In
today’s crowded market, customers have more choice
than ever before. This increase in competition makes
finding, defining and communicating your USP more
important than ever before.
So what is your firm’s USP? Do you offer the faster or
better or cheaper product or service? Maybe your people
are regarded as the best or most efficient? What is it that is
truly unique about your business?
When it comes to your product or service, you will know
how it works and so you should understand exactly
what it is that you do cheaper/ better / faster than your
competitors. The problem is that your customers are trying
to decide between choosing your product / service or one
from your competitor. They don’t know as much about
your product line as you do. Getting them to choose your
firm can therefore be a real challenge.
The problem with most marketing campaigns that focus on
a USP is that they try to communicate the “what” rather
than the “why”. Most businesses will talk about what it
is that they do. They probably won’t talk about why it is
that they do it. However to really stand out, you need to
differentiate your firm. Maybe you should think about
using the “why” as your USP.
This is a point that is well made by Simon Sinek in his
famous Ted Talk. Sinek, a bestselling author, set out to
discover why companies like Apple have been able to
achieve such huge success, while others with the same
resources have failed.  He outlined how Apple focuses on
“Why” rather than “What”. What is it that Apple makes?
They make electronics. They make tablets, laptops,
desktops, portable music players and watches that have
a nice design. They make nice software. That isn’t any
different to any other electronics manufacturer. However,
Apple builds its core marketing message on “Why”.   

differently. Our products are user friendly, beautifully
designed, and easy to use. We just happen to make great
computers.”   
Taking this as an example you can create a USP and
associated marketing message for your business which
communicates “Why” it is that you do what you do and
how this is of benefit to your customers
(and potential customers).

THE STORY OF SAM…
Do you remember Sam, our office mascot?
Well, we are happy to announce that he has finally found
himself a grrrl friend (See what we did there? It’s no typo).
It was a sunny Sunday afternoon on the beach when Sam
spotted Rio for the first time. When their eyes met from
a distance, they raced towards each other and, well – the
rest is history. Follow us on your preferred Social Media to
follow their story.

The core marketing message from Apple would likely
be something along the lines of “With everything we
do, we aim to challenge the status quo. We aim to think
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